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Borax Solution at Kramer, California 

WAm• C. SMITI• 

Abstract 

Material of obscure structure that forms part of the hanging wall of the great sodium 
borate ore body at Kramer, Kern County, Calif., is interpreted herein as collapsed insolu- 
ble claystone layers left where interbedded borax has been dissolved. Nodular ulexite 
in such collapsed material is secondary; relationships between primary borax and con- 
temporaneous ulexite or other syngenetic borate minerals remain unestablished. The 
effects of solution also leave unestablished the original limits of borax deposition. It is 
suggested that collapsed claystone layers containing ulexite might be used as an indicator 
of proximity to borax elsewhere in the district. 
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Introduction 

T•- Kramer borate district, which is in Kern 
County, Calif., about 75 miles N 25 øE of Los Angeles 
(Fig. 1), has long been known as the world's most 
productive source of borax and other boron com- 
pounds. The sodium borate ore that has been mined 
there on a large scale since 1927 formed as a sedi- 
mentary deposit in an inland basin; it is. a lenticular 
part of a section of lakebeds of Miocene age. The 
first authoritative description of the stratigraphic sec- 
tion through the ore appeared recently in a report 
by Barnard and Kistler (1966). They discuss •he 
major distribution of Kramer borates in terms of 
primary depositional facies, and describe the central 
lens of borax ore and laterally adjacent ulexlte- 
bearing daystone as stratigraphically equivalent and 
contemporaneous deposits. Other workers (Obert 
and Long, 1962; Bowset and Dickson, 1966) also 
cite the present boundary of the sodium borate ore 
as being the original depositional limit, and relate 
the boundary, in different ways, to shifting shore- 
lines and water levels. 

The present paper describes the geologic features 
at the top of the ore body, and particularly at the 
ends of the layered ore, and interprets them as evi- 
dence that along the present boundary of the ore 

important amounts of borax were removed by solu- 
tion. Solution, in part localized by faults, took place 
after the primary ore was covered by younger (Mio- 
cene) lake sediments. Removal of borax apparently 
caused interbedded layers of insoluble claystone to 
collapse into the masses of material heretofore de- 
scribed as the ulexite-bearing shale facies. The 
ulexite and rare magnesium borates that occur in 
the collapsed material, but not in adjacent primary 
borax ore or its claystone layers, are described herein 
as secondary minerals. If this interpretation is cor- 
rect, the present boundary of the ore is not the 
original boundary, and relationships between ore and 
laterally equivalent contemporaneous sediments. are 
not established by features along it. Masses of brec- 
ciated shale containing ulexite might be useful, how- 
ever, as an indicator of proximity to borax ore. 

The evidence of solution of borax was previously 
reported (Smith, 1959), but it was published only 
in an abstract. The more detailed account presented 
herein uses photographs taken in the open pit at 
Boron in 1958 because they show significant features 

x Publication authorized by the Director, U.S. Geological 
Survey. 

Fxo. 1. Index map showing location of Kramer borate 
district in the Mojave Desert, California, 
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Barren facies 

-- •0-- Claystone, olivo-groe• tuffacoous; scattered 
• 0 calcareous nodules throughout upper facies 

-I-e%•--I• Claystone and shale, olive-green, with calcite Colomanite facies -e---• ---- ---• --e---•-- and colemanire nodules, ruins, and masses 

I i•L•;•;•';'i• •' Ui ito and tuff; massive .ioxito 
Ulexito facies at top and base 

•'__--- ---- Claystone and shale, Ireo•with o oo • uxelito nodules and veins 

x Upper ore borax beds; very hilh Irado, finely 
crystalline; zone of realgat-rich glassy Xx xx x x Xx borax with stibnito in upper portion x 

A zone; borax with abundant 
claystone interbeds 

,,i 

Middle ore borax beds; hilh Irado, 
ec fine to coarsely crystalline 

100 FEET ec x •-%r'' Clay-tuff marker bed 

ec B zone; borax with abundant 
• Sodium borate claystone interbuds 
•: facies ....... , B tuff marker bed 
LaJ 

50 
.J 

"' Lower ore borax beds: high grade, 
• medium crystalline 

• Kernito; kornito occurs as pods and 0 irregular masses; top and thickness 
of kernito vary widely 

•-•'•• C zone; borax and kernito with •bundant claystone interbeds 

• Basal ore borax; some kornite in upper 
portion; much secondary borax 

--me----e-_ • Shale, dark-green to brown with Ulexito facies 
- • e--e- uloxito nodules and veins 

Barre facies Shale and bontonitic clay, green 
I .... to brown; basalt fragments 

Fro. 2. Generalized stratigraphic section through the Kramer ore body (after Barnard and Kistler, 1966). 

that could be examined at that time on faces that 
subsequently were destroyed as mining progressed. 
Similar evidence, less striking but in the writer's 
opinion nonetheless convincing, was seen at the top 
of the ore as exposed in the open pit March 9, 1967. 

For the courtesy of helpful guidance at the Boron 
open pit in March 1967, and for the benefit of his 
discussion of the geologic features, the writer is in- 
debted .to Robert B. Kistler of the U.S. Borax and 
Chemical Corp. 

Geologic Setting 

General descriptions of the Kramer borate district 
and discussions of the origin of the principal borates 
are given by Schaller (1930), Gale (1946), Christ 
and Garrels (1959), and Bowser and Dickson 
(1966). That the borates are no younger than early 
middle Miocene was established by Whistler (1968), 
who identified mammalian fossils found in a bed 

above the ore. The stratigraphic section through the 
ore, ('Fig. 2), is from the recent report by Barnard 
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and Kistler (1966), and their terminology is shown 
on the figure. 

There is an estimated 100 million tons of sodium 

borate ore in a layered body as much as 250 feet 
thick and extending under more than 500 acres. 
The ore lies at depths of 150 .to 1,000 feet, strati- 
graphically below younger lake beds and above a 
basalt flow and older lake beds, all beneath (Quater- 
nary?) gravels. Steep normal faults divide the 
Kramer ore body and enclosing strata into several 
blocks. Most of the faults strike northwest in the 

dominant regional trend, but the conspicuous Portal 
fault strikes nearly west. 

The ore body consists of bedded borax (Na20' 
2B2Oa-10H20), except that much of the borax in 
the lower part is alehydrated to kernite (Nae- 
2Bea-4He). The ore contains claystone and 
siltstone dispersed in crystalline borax and inter- 
bedded with the borax as thin, rather persistent 
layers. The proportion of claystone has a wide 
range, and stratigraphic zones in which it is more 
abundant persist through the ore and separate high- 
grade zones called Basal, Lower, Middle, and Upper 
ore. The entire ore body averages about 25 percent 
B2Oa, which is the equivalent of nearly 70 percent 
borax. In high-grade ore, which contains more than 
80 percent borax, the claystone is in small lumps 
scattered in coarsely crystalline borax or it is dis- 
persed as intercrystal matrix. Some claystone layers 
contain scattered borax crystals, but generally no 
borax is visible in thin layers. 

The ground that surrounds the ore body contains 
calcium-sodium borates, chiefly ulexite (Nae- 
2CaO-5B2Oa- 16H•O) and colemanito (2CaO- 
3Bea-5H,). These borates generally are de- 
scribed as distributed in zones: ulexite, with or 
without colemanire, mostly near the ore; colemanito 
mostly farther away. Shale that contains these 
borates is known to extend about 4 miles east-west 

and about a mile north-south (Noble, 1926; Gale, 
1946; Dibblee, 1958). The zonal picture is based 
on limited information from drill holes and old mine 

workings, and the actual distribution of minerals in 
the district may be much less simple. Of principal 
importance here is the ulexite, in part altered to 
colemanito, contained in shale that caps and borders 
the borax ore body. Two beds of massive ulexite, 
each about 2 feet •thick, occur 8 to 10 feet or more 
above the borax in well-layered shale and tuff. These 
beds are believed to have formed as part of the post- 
borax sedimentation. Ulexite also occurs closer to 

the ore, as abundant nodules in the more or less 
collapsed claystone interpreted herein as insoluble 
residue of leached ore. Its situation indicates that 
this ulexite is secondary. The collapsed claystone 

Fro. 3 (Upper). Top of borax ore above 2,250 level of 
Boron open pit, June 1958. 

Fro. 4 (Lower). Top of borax ore, detail view, 2,250 
level of Boron open pit, June 1958. 

also contains in places two magnesium borates, which 
are dearly secondary. 

Thinning of Borax near Faults 

Solution of borax seems to explain certain major 
features of the faulted blocks of borax ore noted by 
Gale (1946) and clearly illustrated on cross sections 
and structural contour maps by Barnard and Kistler 
(1966, Figs, 8 to 12): On some blocks, the top of 
the ore is rounded (more than can be attributed to 
the broad folding that has warped the borax beds), 
and the top steepens toward faults. Some of the 
uppermost ore beds thin toward faults and end 
abruptly. Barnard and Kistler suggest that the 
thinning they recognize along the northwest faults 
is a feature of original deposition. They reject the 
alternative that any significant amount of missing 
thickness can be attributed to postdepositional solu- 
tion of borax. 
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Fro. 5. The "clay-tuff marker" bed extends from borax 
ore into collapsed claystone, 2,250 level of Boron open pit, 

ß June 1958. The face is about 30 feet high. 

How thinning and ending of beds by solution of 
borax produces the effects of rounding at the top 
of the ore and steepening of the top toward a fault 
was studied in June 1958 along the face above level 
2,250 in the northwestern part of the Boron open 
pit of the U.S. Borax and Chemical Corp. Figure 3 
shows the top of the ore as it appeared then. The 
Portal fault, which does not show in the photograph, 
crosses the line of view obliquely and strikes into 
the shale off to the left. In Figure 4, which shows 
details along the irregular top of the ore, bedding 
obviously is transected, and the claystone of the 
hanging wall has the obscure structure interpreted 
to be the result of collapse where much borax was 
dissolved. If this were a complete or normal section, 
the claystone above the ore would be well bedded, 
and it would contain two layers of postborax ulexite 
stratigraphically 8 to 12 feet above the borax. Their 
absence here indicates that a thick accumulation of 
insoluble materials separates them from the borax 
below. Within the ore shown in Figure 3, the 
thickest segmented dark layer above the 2,250 level 
is tuffaceous siltstone ("day-tuff marker bed" in the 
lower "Middle ore," Fig. 2) that elsewhere is over- 
lain by about 100 feet of borax ore. The thickness 
of insoluble residue here is roughly in proportion 
to the thickness of ore missing. 

It should be pointed out that the effects attributed 
to solution are not limited to shallow depths, nor are 
they related to present topography. It is true that 
the best examples were exposed in the open pit 
where the borax ore stood dosest to the surface, but 
cross sections in the report of Barnard and Kistler 
(1966) show depressions and "valleys" on the top 
of the ore at various depths. Underground, local 
details at margins are known only for a few places 
because, at the first indication that the ore was 
ending, the workings usually were stopped to avoid 

breaking into shale which made a weak back or wall. 
It is noteworthy that the ore block in the Western 
Borax (now California Borate) mine, with its top 
nearly 800 feet below the surface, has some of the 
features explained here as typical results of solution. 
Gale (1946) represented the top of that ore as 
strongly rounded, its boundary in part crossing bed- 
ding, and he comments on ulexite-colemanite shale 
being in a zone laterally equivalent to the borax ore 
(see Gale, p. 363-369, and his fig. 4). The present 
writer observed that, at a steep fault that cuts off the 
ore at the west end of these mine workings, truncated 
borax layers are in discordant contact with the kind 
of disordered shale interpreted herein as collapsed 
material. 

Collapsed Insoluble Beds 
ß 

The collapse of a conspicuous insoluble bed caused 
by solution of borax is illustrated in Figure 5. Borax 
ends at an abrupt boundary. In the hanging wall, 
which is mostly dark daystone containing nodular 
ulexite, bedding is ill defined except for one 15-inch 
layer that extends down across the boundary and 
through the borax ore, where it is darker than it is 
through the shale. This layer is the same "clay-tuff 
marker" indicated in Figure 3. Removal of borax by 
percolating water can explain the continuity of the 
marker across the boundary; surface erosion is elimi- 
nated, of course, but original deposition--two facies 
separated by the borax boundary shown--cannot ex- 
plain such relationships. The striking change in dip 
is the result of collapse; it is far too much for post- 
depositional compaction. 

An example of thinner insoluble beds extending 
from borax ore into ulexite shale, across an abrupt 
boundary, is shown in Figure 6. Essentially the 
same features are shown by Barnard and Kistler 
(1966, fig. 5) and attributed to facies change. On 
the left in Figure 6, is borax ore; on the right is the 
shaly hanging wall with nodular ulexite; in between, 
a sharp boundary that dips 45 ø right. Silty clay- 
stone layers go across the boundary; among them, 
the most distinctive in the photograph extend right 
from the geology pick and the survey stake. They 
were traced into the hanging wall about 30 feet. A 
change in dip can be seen, and it should be noted 
that it is accompanied by decrease in the thickness 
of the material between the distinctive layers. The 
borax ore is rather shaly here; otherwise (according 
to the solution interpretation), the distinctive beds 
would be collapsed closer together toward the right, 
perhaps to the point of losing their identity. In 
fact, stratigraphically higher beds on the face above 
the part shown in this photograph do dip more 
steeply (about 20ø), presumably because more borax 
was removed from the thicker section under them. 
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The progressively greater dip becomes too much to 
attribute to compaction. The contact shown in Fig- 
ure 6 actually is one side of a "valley" in the borax 
ore, and across this "valley" postborate sediments 
show a synclinal fold, interpreted here as a "sag" 
into a depression that formed by subsurface solution 
after the younger sediments were deposited. 

If we seek to fit relationships at this kind of steep 
boundary into the concept of facies deposition wholly 
within the lake, the requirements seem unreasonably 
difficult. The boundary-crossing layers of claystone 
do not contain ulexite where they are interbedded 
with borax; that is, they are not extensions of a 
lake-deposited ulexite facies. Also, they do not con- 
tain borax where they extend into the hanging wall. 
Somehow, a sharp boundary between the two facies 
must be created in successive layers. Borax facies 
and ulexite-shale facies must be deposited with nearly 
equal thickness to maintain the base for each suc- 
ceeding "interbedded" (boundary-crossing) claystone 
layer. After deposition of each "interbedded" layer, 
the limit of borax deposition must recur almoat at 
the previous position, but displaced progressively in 
one direction. 

Fro. 6. Insoluble layers are interbedded with borax and 
extend into hanging-wall shale at magnesitma borate locality, 
2,250 level of Boron open pit, June 1958. 

Fro. 7. Borax layers wedge out between collapsed shale 
beds, 2,200 level of Boron open pit, June 1958. 

Similar and equally difficult requirements are ap- 
parent if we try to interpret such a boundary as a 
shoreline repeatedly reached when the lake was low 
and saturated (Bowser and Dickson, 1966). A 
shoreline implies, furthermore, that the surrounding 
muds were subaerial at times of borax deposition, 
and for this no lithologic evidence has been reported. 
The alternative of depositing borax when the lake 
was larger and clays when it shrank (Obert and 
Long, 1962) does not fit the observed features. 

Figure 7 illustrates the behavior of claystone layers 
where borax ends less abruptly; that is, where the 
resultant boundary is more nearly parallel to borax 
bedding. One thin, segmented claystone layer ex- 
tends from the head of the geology pick upward to 
the right, to the top of the borax. Another layer, 
which is in the borax several inches stratigraphically 
above the first, also extends to the right, and as the 
intervening borax thins out, the two dark claystones 
come together. The pale nodules above the ore 
boundary are colemanire, replacing ulexite. Although 
the shale layers extend across the ore boundary here, 
as they do in the example previously pictured, borax 
ore and overlying ulexite-bearing material are not 
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truly interfingered--in the present writer's view, not 
interbedded. At the top of the ore body where it 
was examined in the open pit in March 1967, the 
discordance between borax layers and hanging-wall 
shale was as moderate as this, and it seemed sufficient 
to account for rounding of the top of an ore block. 
Sharp discordance, such as shown in the preceding 
photographs, is required for steep sides and abrupt 
ends of ore. 

Magnesium Borates in the Hanging Wall 

Prior to discussing ulexite, which is the important 
mineral in the hanging wall, the magnesium borates 
will be described because their mode of occurrence 

signifies that they are secondary. Here it is argued 
that the borax boundary along which the minerals 
occur was shaped by dilute solutions that dissolved 
borax and precipitated magnesium borates. The 
possibility that the boundary was shaped during pri- 
mary deposition is not eliminated, of course, by the 
conclusion that minerals along it are secondary. 

The face shown in Figure 6 was one of the 
localities where collectors obtained specimens of the 
two rare minerals, kurnakovite and inderite, which 
are dimorphic magnesium borates with the composi- 
tion MgaB6Ou' 15H20. In 1958 fine crystals of both 
minerals were being recovered from sporadic clusters 
in soft structureless clay in the hanging wall. All 
the clusters were in a zone a foot or two thick just 
above the borax ore--behind the stake in Figure 6, 
for example. From this locality the zone extended 
westward about 200 feet across a flatter but undula- 

tory top of the ore. Secondary origin seems mani- 
fest where the magnesium borate zone follows the 
borax boundary sharply across bedding, as in Figure 
7. The large size attained by some crystals and the 
size of the clusters containing them also signify a 
secondary origin. Inderite prisms attained lengths 
of 10 cm, and kurnakovite crystals attained diameters 
of 15 cm; thus, they seem too large to be primary in 
the thin shale beds. 

Before the open-pit mining so completely exposed 
this zone of clusters, the magnesium borates were 
found underground at one place by 'Frondel and 
others (1956, p. 927), who describe the occurrence 
and origin as follows: "[These minerals occur] * * * 
in a buried erosional valley that locally cuts the 
upper portion of the borate beds. Apparently, mag- 
nesium-rich seepage through the valley fill has re- 
acted with the sodium borates to form the relatively 
insoluble magnesium borates." To this the present 
writer would add his own observation, made at the 
same underground locality, that the ore layers below 
the magnesium borates are sharply truncated and 
suggest that the "valley" in which the borates oc- 
curred was shaped by solution of borax. Deposition 

of the magnesium borates during primary sedimenta- 
tion as a facies sporadically precipitated in just this 
position between borax ore and ulexite-bearing shales 
seems wholly improbable. 

Nodular Ulexite in the Hanging Wall 
Ulexite has several modes of occurrence at 

Kramer, and the focus here is on nodular ulexite in 
the hanging wall. These nodules display no features 
that the writer has recognized as distinctive. They 
look like other nodules found in other parts of the 
stratigraphic section, and nothing in their appearance 
suggests either primary or secondary origin. Opin- 
ion on the time of formation---contemporaneous with 
the enclosing material or with nearby borax ore, or 
later than one or both of those materials--is reached 

through an interpretation of the matrix of the nodules. 
Where the hanging-wall material is poorly layered 
and from its condition and location is interpreted 
as a residue left where borax was dissolved, the 
ulexite nodules are regarded as secondary. Uncer- 
tainty arises where the nodules are found in well- 
layered sediments and alined in a noncrosscutting 
relationship. Such ulexite may be primary (first- 
formed, syngenetic-with-matrix) or secondary. 

Uncertainty about the origin of nodular ulexite 
obviously is appreciated by Bowser and Dickson 
(1966), because their discussion of the nodules ad- 
jacent to borax ore reviews diverse possibilities. 
They do not, however, describe the enclosing hang- 
ing-wall material at Kramer, nor consider its pos- 
sible meaning. They do cite examples of modern 
playas where ulexite grows as "cottonball" wRhin 
the sediment rather than on the playa surface. Their 
examples give due emphasis to the point that nodules 
may start to grow as soon as a sediment is deposited 
or at any time thereafter whenever the chemical 
environment is suitable. They conclude that these 
Kramer nodules were formed subsurface by reaction 
of calcium-bearing ground water with the sodium 
borate solutions trapped in the lake muds during 
sedimentation. The present account differs from this 
by suggesting that the sodium borate went into solu- 
tion when borax was dissolved by dilute calcium- 
bearing percolating water. It hardly needs saying, 
of course, that percolating solutions undoubtedly 
found sodium borate abundantly available in and 
about the Kramer ore body from the Miocene to the 
present. 

Original Extent of Borax 

The tendency has been to consider the present 
limit of ore as the original limit inasmuch as no out- 
lying lenses or masses of sodium borate have been 
reported. Recent reports are consistent with this 
view and suggest that the boundary of ore represents 
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the borax lake shoreline (Bowser and Dickson, 1966, 
p. 129, footnote) or a facies limit within a somewhat 
larger lake (Barnard and Kistler, 1966). If sub- 
stantial quantities of borax were dissolved, as inter- 
preted herein, the outer limit of borax deposition is 
not established. Indications of how far it might 
have extended are few. In the Western Borax (Cali- 
fornia Borate) mine example, the shale with ulexite 
and colemanite that Gale recorded as stratigraphically 
equal to ore lies at least 100 feet beyond the sodium 
borates. A more remote, more speculative example 
is offered to make the point that old records should 
be reviewed for collapsed material as a possible in- 
dicator of the former presence of borax: Did borax 
once overlie lava in the old Suckow mine, Shaft 2, 
located about a mile west of the westernmost borax 
in the open pit? Noble (1926, p. 49) describes the 
borate member, which is 40 feet thick and lies above 
lava, in terms that suggest collapsed material. 

Until our understanding of the Kramer mineral 
zonation is greatly improved, it seems advisable to 
keep open the possibility that any ground containing 
ulexite or colemanite might have contained borax 
originally, unless the ulexite can be accurately classi- 
fied as primary. If the matrix of the ulexite or 
colemanite seems to be collapsed shale, adjacent 
ground should be classed as potentially sodium borate 
bearing until adequately explored. 

U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA, 

Aug. 8, 1968 
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